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The Robe
A Play in Three Acts

FOR THmTEEN MEN, NINE WOMEN, AND EXTRAS.

CHARACTERS

(In Order of Appearance)

STEPHANOS

SARAH
MELAS

DEMB祖IUS

MARCELLUS GAlLLIO

CENTunON PAULUS

PONTms PILATE

CAPTAIN FULVlUS

LUCIA GALUO

DIANA GALLUS

H E.LEN

CORNELIA GALLEO

SENATOR GALUO

PHOEBE EUPOLIS

THEODOSIA EUPOLIS

QUINTUS LUCIAN

RHODA

SIMON PETER.

TIBERIUS

CALIGULA

SARPEDON

SALOMB

Ex四AS

• Several of the male roles 但n be doubled, namely Paulus 組d

Tiberius, Melas and Sarpedon, Pilate and Simon Peter.. Other male
rolesωn double as guards 組d gu臼尪扭曲e banqu前 scenes.
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His prematurely white ha.ir lends added dignity.
PHOEBE: She .is a pleasant woman in her forties, cheerful

and understanding.
THEODOSIA: She is a charm1r啥， forthright yo.ung girl in her

late teens or early twenties. She has a keen mind and dept~ of
feeling.

QUINTUS: He is a fattish) I，∞se-l句ped young man, arrogant
ωd peevisl• a true bully.

It.BODA: She is an attractive, intense girl in her late teεns.

SIMON PETER: He is a large mao，的ugh looking) and simple
in his speech and manner.

TJBERlUS: He is incredibly old, gaunt, and yellow. His im
perial robes bang on his shrunken frame like rags upon a
scarecrow.

CALIGULA: He is a P~句句..faced young man in his early
twenties. His movement, his speed宜， his dress all convey an
inner deformity. H必 eyes are shifty, and his lips hang half
open in a perpetual I，自:t.

SARPEDON: He is a sullen, peevish man in his late thirties.
He covers up his inadequacies wi也 an 0伍cious air.

S此OME: She is a beautiful woman, though r~ther hard
looking and over也essed. An inner bitterness det扭曲 from

her beauty.

COSTIJMES

Costuming should suggest, rather than strive for ωmplete

aCOlracy of detail. Any of the sevεral costume books dealing
with 出is period will provide excellent id臼s. Costwnes need
not be elaborate; the simpler the betterJ since the material of
the play is timeless and elaborate costuming may well detract
from，且也er than add to) 出e impact of the play.
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CHART OF STAGE POSITIONS

FOOTLI~'"τs

STAGE POSITIONS

Upstage means away from the footlights) downstage means
toward 出e footlights, and right and left are used wi出 refet

ence to the a.ctor as he faces the audience. R means rightJ L

means left, u means up, D means down, c means centeηand

these abbreviations are used in combina.tion, as: U R for up
right, R C for right cente巧 D Lefor down left centeηetc‘ One

will n9te that a position designa.ted on the stage refers to a
general territo旬， rather 出an to a. given point.

NOTE = Before starting rehearsals} chalk off your stage or
rehearsal space as indicated above in the Chart of Stage POJi
lionl. Then teach your actors the meanings and. positions of
these fundamental terms of stage movement by having them
walk from one position to another until they are familiar with
them. The use of these abbreviated terms in directing the play
saves time, speeds up rehearsals, a.nd reduces the amount of
explanation the dirεetor has to give to his actors.
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PRODUCTION NOl宜S

ωThe Robe" can be effectively staged with the greatest sim
pliei句﹒ A set of black or gray draperies provides you wi也

your background for all scenes.
Against 由臼e draperi白， simply pI的 a f何 set pieces 組d

you will achieve an effect that will carry any of the scenes.
If possible, a number of simulated classic pill位s can be

∞nstructed and used interchangeably to produce different
effects in Scenes Two and Three of Act One and Scenes One~

Two, and Three of Act 啞的e. TheseωSl句 constructedpillars,
plus your draperies, ph.1S three simple arches for entrances 組d

exits will give you your basic setting.
Emphasis here should fall upon 出e story rather 出an its

physical setting，組d so the greatest simplifiαtion is reω，m

mended.
Af the beginning of each scene, a setting is suggested. In

every case, it can beωily adjusted to suit youe limi包tio凶 of

S戶.ce and equipment.

PROPERTIES

ACT ONE, SCENP ONE:
P紅apherna1ia of Roman soldiεrs， including, jf desired,
spears, shiel品) helmets, bulky wines恆血) cuf蹈， leather dice
αp and dice.
Jug (DEMETRIUS).
The Robe (MELAS).

Acr ONE, SCENE Two:
Colorful banners and busts (optional).
Banquet table, containing remains of banquet: dishes, wine
印戶， etc.
B∞roes.
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The Robe (DEMETRIUS).
Orna.te scroll (FULV1US).
Small bag (MELAS).

ACT ONE, SCENE THREE:
Couch.
Bench.
Table a.nd high-backed chair.
Crown of roses (LUCIA).
Large bag containing the Robe (DEMETRIUS).
Ornate da銘er (DEMETRIUS).

Acr Two , SCENE ONE:
Three bεnches.

Two chairs.
Scroll ( MARCELLUS) .
Market basket (PHOEBE).
Bag containing 出e Robe and ornate dagger (D:BMETR.lUS).

Acr Two , SCENE Two:
Two scrolls (MARCELLUS).
Ornate scroll (QUINTUS).
Dagger (QUINTUS).
Basin of water and towels (PHOEBE).

ACT Two , SCENE 1HREE:
Long work table.
Smaller table and stool.
Upturned tub.
Bench.
Various pieces of cloth , y:位宜， and other eviden臼s of weav
erts trade.
Bundle containing the Robe (MARCELLUS).
Shepherd~s crook (SIMON).

A叮 THREB， SCENE ONE:
Couch and two chairs.
Two benches.
Urns 血led wi出 shrubs and .flowers (optional).
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ACT THREE, SCENE Two:
Blood-soaked bandage (DEMETRIUS).

ACT THREE) SCENE THREE:
Banquet table on dais.
Two other banquet tables.
Benches.
Remains of banquet: dishes, wine O1pS) etc., on banquet
tables.
Heavy bracelet (CALIGULA).
Gold locket (SALOME).
The Robe (MARCELLUS) .

10
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ACTONE
Scene On·e

SCENE ~ A sheJte-r-ed spot on the hill called Golgotha, outside
1erusalem. The Cfest of the hill lies just offstage U L t and
the path leading hack to Jerusalem winds from a point u L~

downJtag的 and off D R. A few dirty-loo是ing g-rey hOt/ide,.I
aye piled abo lJt here and there. In a little .semicircle just
slightly right of C stage is a clutter of paraphe1'nal勾 he

longing to the Roman soldiers. There are .rpea衍， shieldJ
and helmets. Leaning against a large boulder u C, is d bul是y

wines是in. There are CIJPS on the ground nearby. A leather
dice cup and dice are near the wines是初， too.]

AT RISE OF CURTAIN: It is Good Friday. There is a Jow,
ominous rumble of thunder圖 The twilight dar，是ness which
holds the stage seems somehow unnatural, and it is split
from time to time hy vivid flashes of angry lightning. A low
murmur of voices 訂 heard off U L, dnd then figures begin
to enter from uLand hurriedly cross off D R圖 They al'e not
clearly distingflishable in the gloom, and they appeal" singly
or by twos.}

WOMAN. We must hurty. It's going to storm.
CJllLD. I want to watch longer.
WOMAN. Come along or I won't bring you a.gain.
MAN. King or not, he dies like a brave man.

[There is a moment's paUj向 and then STEPHANOS lettds on from
U L a Jobbing, hetlvilY-1Jei/edJ elderly woman. This is SARAH,
and she 打 inconsolable. They ,rOSl and go slowly off D R.

M:ELAS, a Jtocky, 'ed-headed, grinning Greek slave in his
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Page 12 The Rob e Act I

late twentiesJ follows them on f.,.om U L. He pee何 DR， and
check.s over his shouldey U L. ThenJ furtive句， he hurries to
the wines.是in and pours himself a cup of wine. He drin是s it
hdStily. As he is finishingJ DEMETRIUS enters ~ R. He is tall,
well Over six teetj broad-shouldered and lithe. He carries a
small jug. He stops unce仰inlYl staring off L. Then he sees
MELAS.]

DEMETRIUS. Mela.s! . . .
MELAS [呦rting guiltily and d-ropping wine (UP]. What一一

[Sees it is DEMETRIUS.] Oh, Demetrius!
DEME凹的s [moving to MELAS}. You drink 由eo伍cers· wine?
MELAS [swaggering]. Why not? Nothins·s too good for us

slaves of the Romans!
DEMETRIUS [looking ahout]. Where are OUf masters?
M .E LAS [gesturing off U L]. Over by the crosses. Quite a mob

followed the Galilean-but th句 only s包nd a.nd watch.
DEMETRIUS (moving a little U L, looking off]. The 0也er two

on the crosses--are th句 his friends?
MELAS. No. Thieves. [Sits.]
DEMETRIUS (held by 叫at he sees off U L]~ The Galilean

seems to be unconscious.
MELAS. He spoke a little while ago. [Sips his wine.)
DEMETRIUS [standing near MELAS]. What did he say?
MELAS [taking another deep drin品I wiping his mouth]. He

said he was 出irsty.

DEMETRIUS [looking at water jug he carries]. Did 由ey give
him water?

MELAS﹒ No‘TIt句益lied a sponge with vinegar 由at had some
sort of balm in it and lifted it up to his lips. He wo叫dn't

have it-l時's no coward.
DEMETRIUS [intensely]. I knew 也at when I first caught sight

。f him in 出at crowd. [Sinks down beside MELAS.] Remem
胎， as we came into Jerusalem? [MELAS nods.] They were
αl1ing him their king-and now, th句've done this to him.

JlELAS. Old Pilate knew he was innocent. Washing h扭曲ty

handsin 出at silver bowl. As if 出at made any difference!
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Act I The Rob e Page 13

DEMETRIUS [brooding]. I can't understand why none of 也is

Galilean's friends tried to defend him.
MEL此. They're country men. Besides, what good would it do?

They'd only end up on crosses，胎O

DEMETRIUS [rising agitatedly, moving D L]. Woul缸't 由at be
better 也an to fail him?

MELAS [sighing and drinking]. So, he was brav已-and what
has it brought him? He~s thrown his life away.

DEMETRIUS. But he did speak out. He did try.
MELAS. Tomorrow no one will even remember.
DEMETRIUS [turning to MELASJ. Maybe there 的由i吟s worse

than dying.
MELAS [rjsing). No one stands up against money and power.

Poor people and slaves do one of two things: 由ey bow 組d

scrape and do 也.e dirty work, or-一[Lowers his 仰ice.]一

出ey ron away.
DE l\{ETRIUS. Run away!
MELAS [excitedly]. Have you 也，ought a叮 more about Da.

mascus?
DEMETRIUS [disturbed). No. [Crosses past M :RLAS to DR.] I

haven't&
MELAS [following, insistently]. Tonighfll be ow last chance.

Tomorrow, we+n be leaving Jerusalem. Are you going back
to Minoa as a slave, Demetriuss or do we s詮ike out for
Damascus-as free men?

DEMETRIUS. I-I don't know.
MELAS ‘ There+n be a big banquet tonight. The wine will flow

freely. There'n never be a better chance for 岱αpea

DEMETRIUS. Even if we reached Damascus, how could we be
sure of freedom?

MELAS. Dam鉛cus is Syrjan. They hate the Romans like poison.
Once there, you're safe as a bug in a donkey·s ear.

DEMETRIUS [moving toward c]. My master has been good ω
me.

MELAS [ha叫旬J following him]. Good to you! Arentt you
forgetting, my friend, what the Romans did to your father?
They murdered him-in cold blood. Aren)t you forgetting
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Page 14 The Robe Act I

yo世 mother? Taking her own life be也，use she coW缸It live
in a world without your father? Arenlt you forge仕ing 也at

stinking galley-也，e ms句 leg chain←一出ewhip--

DEMETRIUS [sharply]. Don't! I haven1t forgotten those 也ings.

MELAS. And whafs ahead of you? Your masteils 組位且←

sentωMinoa be臼use he insulted Prince Gaius in Rome.
You'll rot 扭曲at fort at Minoa for the rest of your life.
[There is a jagged flash of lightning, followed by a clap of
thunder. The crowd off U L can be heard exclaiming.]

DEMETRIUS [his attention on crowd off U L]. I'll tell you 切﹒

night. At the banquet.
MEUS. Not a whisperωanyone else. [Loo是S U L.J Th句're

ωming! [Moves quickly uLand stands more or less at
attention. DEMETRIUS mωes D R, also at attention.]

[MAR臼LLUS GALL的 enters trom U L. He is a handsome young
Roman officer. At the momentJ he is unde, a great tension
and has had too much wine. CENTURION PAULUS follows
him. He is ten Of fifteen years MARCELLUS' senior. He has
had much more wine than MARCELLUS. MARCELLUS ana
PAULUS move toward the 't品'ines是in. PAULUS picks it up ana
pour.! two cups} as MARCELLUS sees DEMET阻的]

MARCELLUS. Well) Demetrius?
DEMETRIUS [stepping a little fo，紛紛呵， I brought you some

water.
PAULUS [handing MARCELLUS wine cuP). That~s good. You

can wash your hands, Marcellus. Like Pilate. [lμ，augμhs and
sit成珈ri你成伽·it訊仿tJ訂's

MARCELLUS. This isn't the kind of work 由此 αlis for wat，位.

[Avoids DEMETRIUS
I eyes and sinks on ground be、ride

PAULUS.)

PAULUS. This is the kind of work thatαUs for Dutchers.
班ARCELLUS (wea,.ily]. Ifll soon be over.
PAULUS. Then back 個 Minoa-and boredom. [Drinks.]
HAIlCELLUS [to DEME祖IUS} ﹒ You gave my letter 切 the

∞wier?
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Act I The Rob e Page 15

DEME"TR1US. I did, sir. He promised to give it to the ship's
captain personally.

MARCELLUS. Good. [Drinks.]
PAULUS [with a dIu泌的 grin}. W此ing to someone special in

Rome, Marcellus?
MARCELLUS (noddingJ a little sadl~汀. Someone special.
PAULUS. Maybe, someone who ca.n εxert pressure in the right

places-make the Prince relent?
MARCELLUS. I wouldn't waste my time seeking a pardon fro1n

Gaius.
PAULUS [picking up dice cup and shaking it idly]. Then it

must be to the girl who waits for you in Rome.
MARCELLUS [ignoring this]. I cantt understand this darkness.

Ifs like the night in the middle of the day.
PAULUS [throwing dice]. A game of chance, Marcellus) to

pass the time?
MARCELLUS. Sure旬， it won~t be much longer.
PAULUS. Sometimes men live for hours. [Hands MARCELLUS

dice cup.]
MARCELLUS [staring dou'n at it]. 脹Js-he's very brave.
PAULUS. The Galilean? [MARCELLUS nods.] He's too brave,

and you see where it's brought him. Throw the dice.
MARCELLUS. Pilate washes his hands and we do the di句 work.

[Throws dice. J
PAULUS (picking up dice]. Your lucky day. fro not sure I

want to shake dice wi出 you. [MARCELLUS hands him dice
ru戶.J

MARCELLUS [bitterly]. I've long since sωpped believing in
luck.

PAULUS [fdttling dice cup]. We need a stake to make the
game interesting. [Calls.] Melas.

MELAS [stepp;句 d01/Jn to PAULUS]. Yes, sir?
PAULUS [geJtlJring loosely U LJ. Fetch us that brown coat at
出e foot of the cross. The Legate and I will throw dice for
it. [MELAS salutes briskly and hurries out U L. T h.ere is d
brilliant flash of lightning. AI thunder rumblesJ PAULUS

th，01，ω dice.]
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Page 16 The Robe Act I

MARCELLUS. Welre going to get a soaki吟， from 也e sound of

PAULUS [,ising shakily and moving to wineskin] , If we-re to
be wet ou包ide， we need more wine inside. [Fills his own
c吵J then MARCELLUS\]

MAllCELLUS [sighing]. Perhaps we should s句句也ere.

PAULUS [handing MARCELLUS wine cuP]. Why? The峙·s no也﹒

ing for us to do now but wait..

[MELAS 作-enters U L. He caffies the Robe. It is a rough
spun, hrownish garment, loose-fitting. He comes to PAULUS.]

MELAS [holding out Robe}. The Ga1ilean·s coat, sir.
PAULUS [taking it]. Not a bad robe. Woven in the countryt

dyed with walnut juice. [Toss紅紅 on g1"ound in front of
MARCELLUS. Then he sits again. He drin缸" then picks up
dice CliP.] Lefs toss for it. High number wins.. [There is a
flash of lightning and a t珀b仰M仰nde1'et，削

DEMETR肛IUS旭S h似A釗s moved a I仿itt，山ls cIoω.Ie吭T盯~ apprehensive1句y. MELAS

looks on, grinning.]
MARCELLUS [sta1"ing down -at dice] , A 且ve and a four..

[PAULUS Pic.是s up dice, pu訂 them in cup and hands them
to MARCELLUS. MARCELLUS accepts cup Ji，是eamanin"

dream.]
PAULUS. Youtve a nine ωbε叫a仗t. [仙MA必.RCαEL口LL足~US

for仰仰'd，d ω read his cast. DisgustedlYJ PAULUS reaches for
his wine cup.J A pair of sixes! Cl位m your win. (Drinksa]

MARCELLUS [feaching 01lt, as 牙的 touch the Robe, pausing,
drawing 伽利. Demetriu• [DEMETRmS s~ps ro h初.]一

包ke care of-my winnings.
DF: METlUUS [Pic是ing up the Rohe}. Yes, sir.. [Moves D R.J

Shall I wait for you here, sir?
MARCELLUS (,ising unsteadily]. No. Go back to 也eIns凶.a...

S旭rt packing. Wetll make an 臼rly start for Minoa.
DEMETRIUS [holding the Robe close to him and staring at it al

he replies]. Yes, sir. [Moves a little farthe, DR.]

PAULUS. I suppose wetd better have a look up 也ere. [Rises
仰:th an effort. A blinding flash of Jighrning &dIJ~ω all to
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Act I The Rob e Page 17

throw up thei, arms as 刁 shielding off a blow. The thunder
seems to shake the ground.]

MARCELLUS [moving D C, staring U L]. Paulus-see whafs
happening. We~re in for a haed storm.

PAULUS. Even the weather·s against us. A dirty day for a dir句

j知ob. [σoes out U L. ~λ4not必her loud clap of thu仰nde? 訂 heard.

MARCELl且L兀"US

agai幼nIt h訂 1紗viII， he folioωPAULUS out U L. DEMETRIUS still
stands D R) staring U L, the Robe held close. MELAS comes
dou刷tage.J

MELAS. What will your master do with 也at thing, Demetrius?
DEMETRIUS [looking at the Robe}. I don't know.
MELAS [coming closer and examining the Robe]. It' ll prob.

ably bring him bad luck.
DEMETRIUS. Why bad luck, Me1as? [Softly.J It belonged to a

brave man. [Ahruptly, as 抒 seized hy a deep grief, he turns
and runs off D R. MELAS shr仰ugs and mov仰y矽es tou卸4ψv叫h

He is stopped in hi1 tracks hy a blinding flash of lightning.
He drops to his knees as the thunder breaks in tu,.,-]

CURTA必4

ACTONE
Scene Two

SCENE.-A banquet haJl in Pilate's Palace in Jerusalem.
Here, as in all the lettings for the pl旬'J the almfJsp如何 can

he easily suggested rather than represented in dettliJ 6 A few
colo'ful hanners ana a bust or two will add a note of au
thenticity. A long, low banquet- table dominates she stage
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Page 18 The Robe Act I

at c. Simple benches are upstage and on either side of thi.I
table. Entrances are made D L, to the officer.r quart例'J and
R to the courtyard and quadrangle.]

AT RISE OF CURTAIN: It is Good Friday night. The ban
'luet is concluding. PONTIUS PILATE sits at the center of the
table. He is a glumJ moody man in his forties. MARCELLUS
l;ts on PILATEtS right. He is flushed and nervous. PAULUS
訂 on PILATE~S 113戶. He 力 drun品. DEMETRIUS stands slightly
U R. C, watching his master with an anxious eye. Extra s01
'diers may be used in this stene, seated about the tahle. They
are strident in their forced gaiety. As t幼，he cωH仰r仰a

i訂:s a b仰IIr，訂st of 1μaughter飢r仇.九刁.]

PAULUS [rising unsteadily to h訂戶etJ. A toast~ comrades! A
切ast 切 the Procurator一[Bows deeply to PILATE.]一個dω

the brave men of Minoa who executed his conunands. [At
temp打 a sweeping gesture and overturns tall wine cup be
fore him. There is genera/ laughter.. DEMETRIUS steps up and
assist1 PAULUS to sit down. He then cleans up spilled wine
and retiYes tlpstage again.]

MARCELLUS. I 由ink perhaps the Centurion had better let those
who are steadier on their feet propose the toasts.

PAULUS [settling hac，是 morosely]. The wine was drugged.
PILATE [to MARCELLUS}. You haventt eaten yom dinner,

Tribune Marcellus.
MARCELLUS. I'm not hungry.
PILATE. Possibly your task 也is afternoon dulled your appetite.
MARC~LLUS [seoωling]. Possibly.
PILATE. A most painful business. I regret it was necessary to

order it.
MARCELLUS. Necessary?
PILATE [fro仰ing}. Am I to understand the Tribune disputes

the justice of Pilate"s decision?
MARCELLUS [recklessly}. Justice!
PILATE [1ternJy}. youtre forgetting yourself!
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Act I The Rob e Page 19

MARCELLUS~ If myαn品f 組noys you, we an 包lk of some
出ing else.

PILATE [felaxing a little]. You have a right 切 YO'世 opinions，

Marcellus Gallio, though ifs unusual for a man ωcriticize

his superior so freely.
MARCELLUS. 世tis is an unusual case. [Looks direct句 at PI·

LATE.] An unusual trial, an unus叫 decision， an unusual
punishme前， and the convict was an unusual man.

PILATE [sipping his d,ink]. A strange person. What did you
make of him?

h-fARCELLUS. Out there on the hill, pωpIe were saying he was
the Son of God.

PILATE. They didntt make trouble?
MARCELLUS [rubbing his forehea月. No. There was no trou-

hIe-except, of course，也e storm and the darkness.
PILATE. Yes. Very strange. Almost like an eclipse.
MARCELLUS. At 出e endt he called on his God to forgive 凶，
PAULUS [loudly). Have you presented our trophy 切 the Proc

uratl凹， Legate?
MARCELLUS [looking at PAULUS with loncern). Trophy)

Pa'叫us?

PAULUS (again hauling himself unsteadily 的 his feet]. The
Robe-where's the Robe?

MARCELLUS [trying to quiet him]. Paulus-this isn't the place
for·一一-

PAULUS [topping MARCELLUS]. You won 缸， b叫 don't be
greedy!

PILATE [showing inlereJt]. What's 也缸， Tribune Marcellus?
A Robe?

MARCELLUS [troubled]. Yes, sir. A coat 品位 belonged 切也e

Galilean.
PAULUS (leaning dcross table]. Marcellus has all the luck. He

threw a double six.
MARCELLUS. I'm sure the Robe is of no interest to 由e Proc

uratOf, Paulus.
PAULUS. Well, it's of interest to me. [St,aightens be/Jig仰，

ently.) fn go 個d fetch 往 myself. [ Starts unsteadily DL.]
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Page 20 The Robe Act I

MARCELLUS. No. [Turns to DEMETRIUS ana beckons. DE..

METRIUS steps to his side.] Centuωn Paulus wishes to see
the Robe. Bring it here.

DEMETRIUS [showing deep concern]. Sir, do you 出ink-一→

[PILATE turns and stares in amazement at DEMETRIUS.

PAULUS sits again.}
MARCELLUS [angered}. Go instantly and get it!
DEMETRIUS. Yes, sir. [Tllr的 and hurries out D L~]

PILATE [watching DEMETRIUS go]. An unusual slave, Tribune.
MARCELLUS. A present from my father on my seventeenth

birthday. He·s a Corinthian.
PILATE. The Greeks malζe good slaves，也ough they're unp臼

dictable. His loyalty must be a comfort to you in a desolate
post like Minoaa

MARCELLUS [stiffly]. A 叫dier aαepts 也e orders he's given.
[DEME四IUS enters D L, cd"ying the Robe~ He goes at once
to the right of 1.fARCELL凹. MARCELLUS stare.! a moment at
the RoheJ hut does not touch it.] Take itωCenturion

Paulus. [PAULUS rises to meet DEMETRIUS. He takes the
Robe. DEME'盯T‘R剋I叩us retire.叮s a little, watching anxiously_
PAULUS holds the Robe up by its shoulders and moves
around in front of table. He stops at PILATE'S pla·ce.]

PAULUS. Trophy!
PILATE [loo的g wah dnguH at PAULUS, t仿o MA服RCαEL江Ll.凡..US

R位lly， legate.
PAULUS [weaving d little downstage]~ Trophy! Minoa presents

trophy to Pontius Pilate.
MARCELLUS [rising in concern}. Paulus!
PAULUS. Pilate doesntt want trophy! [Makes an exaggerated

bow in PILATE'S direction. MARCELLUS moves around in
介ont of table. DEMETRIUS jolloω.] Very well! Minoa. keep
仕ophy. legate Marcellus wear trophy back to 孔{inoa.

MARCELLUS [at PAU日路， side, DEMETRIUS slightly bac.是 and

het·ween them]. That's enough!
PAULUS. Put it on, Marcellus. [ThrouJs the Robe up to DB

METR.IUS.] Here, Demetrius. Hold the Robe for your mas

ter!
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